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1. Introduction 
Let S be a category with finite limits and a natural numbers object (NNO) 
15 N: N. We wish to study the conditions under which objects of an S-indexed 
category A may be defined by recursion of an endofunctor on A. This section 
contains definitions and examples. The next contains our main results which give 
sufficient conditions on endofunctors to allow recursive definition of objects. The last 
section has applications, including new proofs of two results of Johnstone and 
Wraith. 
An (S-) indexed category A is specified by giving for each object I in S, a category 
A” of “Z-indexed families”, and for each morphism J : I in S a functor a* : A’ + A’ 
called substitution along a. These are required to be functorial (up to canonical 
isomorphism) and coherent. An indexed functor F : A + B is a functor F’ : A’ + B’ 
for each I in S and these are required to commute with substitution (up to canonical 
isomorphism). For the theory of indexed categories the reader should consult Pare 
and Schumacher [3]. However, we note here a few facts which will be useful. S itself is 
S-indexed when we take Sr = S/I and define substitution by pulling back. For any J 
in S there is a discrete S-indexed category, denoted [J], with [J]’ = homs(l, J) and 
substitution defined by composition. There is a natural isomorphism between the 
category A’ and that of indexed functors from [J] to A and, further, if K 5 J is in S 
and A in A’ corresponds to A : [J] -P A, then a *A corresponds to [K J 2 [J] 2 A. 
The internal coproduct of a family A in A’ will be denoted ,X[A. Three other points 
about notation: the (ordinary) category C when it has an S-indexed structure is 
denoted C, as we have begun to do above; A’ is denoted also A; and the unique map 
to the terminal object is denoted Z : I --, 1. 
If @ : A + A is an indexed endofunctor and A0 is in A then we may pose the 
problem: find an N-indexed family of objects of A which internally represents the 
result of iterating 0 on A0 “countably” many times. To be more precise: 
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1.1. Definition. A recursion problem (at 1) in A is a pair (A,,, @J) where 0 : A + A 
and A0 is in A. A solution to the recursion problem (A,,, @) is an object A in AN such 
that A,, = o*A and GNA = s*A. 
It bf usef$ to note immediately that a recursion problem may be written 
[ll- A +AA, and that a solution to (A,,, @) is the same thing as an indexed 
functor [N] - A such that the following diagram commutes. 
El1 d[N L[Nl 
\lA IA 
A-y----A 
1.2. Examples. Consider the endofunctor on S (viewed as an S-indexed category) 
which is defined by @A = C x A where C is in S. It will be seen below’that when S is a 
topos (with NNO of course), any recursion problem (Ao, @) has a solution. More 
generally, if @ is any “polynomial” functor i.e. @A = UT_, Ci x A’ with Ci in S, then 
(A,,, @) also has a solution for any A0 in S. 
Suppose A is an internal category in S and T : A - - - + A is an internal profunc- 
tor. The category of internal profunctors from A to A, denoted Prof (A, A), is 
S-indexed and profunctor composition with T defines an endofunctor @ on 
Prof(A, A) by @P = P OAT. Again, when S is a topos it will be seen below that any 
recursion problem (PO, @) has a solution. 
Not all recursion problems have a solution. Johnstone and Wraith [2, p. 1811 have 
exhibited an example in which @ “grows too fast” for a solution to exist. Indeed they 
exhibit a topos in which (N, a) has no solution where @X = RX. C 
When A has small horns (that is, the morphisms between pairs of objects in A’ are 
representable by an object of Sr for any I in S), a solution to a recursion pro,blem is 
unique up to a canonical isomorphism. This is due to Wraith [2, p. 1601. (The 
assumption there that the base category is a topos is unnecessary.) 
The example, mentioned above, of a recursion problem with no solution suggests 
that the endofunctors involved should be “bounded” in some sense if we wish to 
guarantee the existence of solutions. This sense will be made more precise below, but 
it will involve a functor from A to S which will be required to have small fibres. 
Intuitively, a functor from A to B has small fibres if the objects of A which are sent to 
a fixed object of B are representable by an object of S. 
1.3. Definition 141. An S-indexed functor F :A --, B has smallfibres if for all B in B’ 
there are objects J : I in S’ and A in AJ such that 
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(1) F’A = tz*B, 
(2) for all K 2 I in S’ and A’ in AK such that FKA’ z~B there is a unique K 5 J 
such that A’ =f*A. 
Thus, F : A + B has small fibres if for every [I] 2 B there is .I : I and [J] $ A 
such that for every commutative square 
[K]A’A 
(with K in S) there is a unique K L J such that 
commutes. 
1.4. Definition. An indexed functor E : A + S is called an e-functor if it has small 
fibres. 
For example, if A is (indexed) algebraic over S, then the forgetful functor from A 
to S is an e-functor. For another example, let A be an internal category in S and 
(X G A,,, a) be an internal presheaf where A0 is the objects of A, so p is in SAo, and 
a is the action. Then the functor from SAo’ to S described by ( p, CY ) - X is an 
e -functor. 
2. Bounded functors and solutions 
For this section we assume that S is a topos (with NNO) and that the S-indexed 
category A is equipped with an e-functor E :A +S. The first notion of bounded 
functor on A we have is the following: 
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2.1. Definition. A functor @ : A --, A is mono-bounded (at 1) if for all A in A there is 
a B in S such that 
(1) E(A) w B, 
(2) for all A’ in A’, if E’(A’) w I*B then E’(@‘A’)w Z*B. 
Recall that since S is a topos, it is well-powered as an S-indexed category [3, p. 561. 
Thus there is an object, namely fZB, which indexes subobjects of B, and a generic 
subobject G +, (OB)*B in Sn”. This allows (2) in 2.1 to be restated diagrammatic- 
ally: for all commutative squares 
[Z] A’A 
101 I I E 
Wly-s 
there exists Z 2 fZB such that 
0 
[Z]&A-A 
commutes. With this we can proceed to 
2.2. Proposition. Zf @: A + A is mono-bounded, then any recursion problem (A,-,, 0) 
has a solution. 
Proof. Let B be the bounding object for A0 and @. Let [f2’]: S be the generic 
subobject of B. Since E has small fibres, there is an object F of S, F 1, RB, and Z-Z in 
AF representing the fibre of E over G. Since @ is mono-bounded, there is F 5 RB 
such that EFOF(H) = g*G i.e. so that the outside of the following commutes. 
[F] A-A 
\ 
\ 
\ \ [Ql e 
\ 
\ 
/ 
\ 
kil bl HA 
I I VI E 
w”1 G-S 
But E has small fibres and so there is a morphism F 5 F in S as shown. 
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Since E(Ao) +, B by hypothesis, we obtain a section 1 : LJ* such that E(A,) = 
x*G, i.e. 
commutes. Using again that E has small fibres gives a section 12 F such that 
AC, f x0*&I. Using cp and x0 and the defining property of N we obtain a morphism 
N 4 F so that the following commutes. 
Thus H[k] is a solution to (Ao, CD) as required. 0 
A second sort of boundedness which will be useful in applications is the following. 
2.3. Definition. A functor CD :A + A is epi-mono bounded (at 1) if for all A in A 
there is a B in S such that 
(1) E(A)-* ctB 
(2) for all A’in A’,if E'(A')w - *c I*B then E'(@'A')w - cc I*B. 
The “-“‘s in 2.3 stand for an unspecified intermediate object. Since S is a topos, 
pulling back a bound of the form * - - H- - gives one of the form - * * - *, and 
pushing out one of the latter form gives one of the former. Thus we will use these 
interchangeably in establishing epi-mono boundedness. Again using the fact that it is 
a topos, S is cowellpowered as an S-indexed category [3, p. 561. Thus it is possible to 
construct an object of S which represents those objects of S which are epi-mono 
bounded by a fixed object B of S. This object will be denoted E(B) and the 
corresponding generic epi-mono bound in SECB’ will be denoted 
Now (2) of 2.3 can be restated diagrammatically: for all commutative squares 
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WI I I E 
[dB)l GS 
there exists Z 5 E(B) in S such that 
0 
[I] A’ A -A 
I kl ,I E 
[e(B)1 G s 
commutes. With this remark it is clear that the following result may be proved by the 
same method as 2.2. 
2.4. Proposition. Zf CD : A + A is epi-mono bounded, then any recursion problem 
(A,,, @) has a solution. Cl 
Similarly, the notion of epi-bounded functor could be defined and the analogue of 
2.2 could be proved. Instead, the following definition gives a common generalization. 
2.5. Definition. A functor @: A+ A is bounded (at 1) if there exists a functor 
p : Oh(A) + S and for all A in A an object Ga in SPCA’ such that 
(1) there exists 1 -& P(A) so that the following commutes: 
El1 A ‘A 
[P(A)] - S GA 
(2) there exists R $ /3(A) so that 
0 
[R] AA----A 
a.4 
l s 
commutes, where R is the fibre of E over GA and H is the generic family of objects 
over GA. 
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Now the proof of 2.2 applies as well to any bounded functor, and in fact 2.2 and 2.4 
are corollaries of the following: 
2.6. Proposition. If @: A +A is a bounded functor, then any recursion problem 
(A,-,, @) has a solution. Cl 
At least in an important special case, boundedness characterizes those functors 
whose recursion problems all have solutions. 
2.7. Proposition. Let A = Sand E = Is. A functor Cp: S + S is bounded if and only if 
(A,,, @) has a solution for all Ao in S. 
Proof. The “only if” follows from 2.6. For the converse simply take @(A) = N for all 
A in S. For GA as required by 2.5 take a solution to (A, @) and then the morphisms x0 
and g required by (1) and (2) of 2.5 are just o and s. Thus @ is bounded. 0 
2.8. Remark. The results of this section can be localized. Definition 1.1 can be 
extended to families of recursion problems, and then localizing the definitions of 
boundedness in this section allows the analogues of the propositions to be proved for 
families of recursion problems. 
3. Applications 
For this section we assume again that S is a topos (with NNO). 
The first application uses a mono-bounded functor. We take S itself for A and 1s 
for the required e-functor. Let C be an object of S and define @:S+ S by 
@A = A x C. (Clearly @ is S-indexed with&( ) = ( )x I*C).) Now we claim that @ 
is a mono-bounded functor. Indeed, if A is in S we may take as bound for A the 
object B =nn(A+C+2)N, where 2 = 1 + 1. To show that @ is mono-bounded at B will 
require application of the following useful result of Pare and Schumacher. 
3.1. Lemma [3, p. 1191. Let S be a topos with NNO. For any K in S, the object 
B = RKN has the following properties: 
(1) there is a monomorphism K - B, 
(2) for any monomorphism L - K, there exists a monomorphism BL ++ B. 
We are in the situation of the lemma with K = A + C + 2. Thus, the coproduct 
injection gives A H K t-, B, so A w B. Next, suppose that A’ w I*B in S’. We wish 
to show that @‘A’= A’xI*C H I*B. Now I* is a logical functor so I*B = 
R(r*A+‘*C*2)N with R, N and 2 those of S’( = S/I which is a topos.) 
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Again by 3.1 applied to S’ with K = I*A + I*C + 2, we get I*C w K w Z*B and, 
since 2 >-, K, (Z*B)’ ++ Z*B. Thus, 
@‘A’ = A’ x Z*C - Z*B x Z*B = (Z*B)* H Z*B . 
Hence, @ is mono-bounded as claimed, and the recursion problem (A, @) has a 
solution for all A in S, by 2.2. A particular case of interest here is A = 1. The reader 
may wish to verify that the solution to the recursion problem (1, @> is the underlying 
object of the free monoid on C. 
These considerations apply as well to “polynomial” functors on S i.e. functors @ 
defined by @A = uy=,, Ci x A’ with C’i in S. In this case we may take the bounding 
object for A in S to be B = 0(Atu~-oCi+2)N and apply arguments like those above. 
For our second application, we again consider S and take ls for the e-functor. The 
endofunctors on S which we consider are those defined by objects of the object 
classifier for S. The following is a brief sketch of the definition of these endofunctors. 
Denote f,h+e addition for N by +. The full subcategory of S determined by the family 
NxN -N in SN is denoted S (for construction of § see [3, p. 301) and is small 
(= internal). Recall that the object classifier for S, denoted S[ U], is Ss [2, p. 1771. 
Let T = (t, a) be in S[U] where To AN is in SN and (Y is the action. T defines an 
endofunctor @r of S by defining &(A) so that the following is a coequalizer in S: 
a x&&A) 
Tax N% x NM(A) -5 T,, X NM(A) + @‘r(A) 
TXlr 
in which §i is the object of morphisms of S and M(A) is the free monoid on A (which 
is over N via its length function.) The extension of @T to an indexed endofunctor is 
straightforward, and all that we will need from the definition of @+ is the existence of 
the epimorphism above. 
3.2. Theorem (Johnstone-Wraith [2, p. 1821). Let S be a fopos with NNO, A an 
object of S and Tan object of S[ U]. Then the recursion problem (A, &-) has a solution. 
Proof. We claim that @r is epi-mono bounded. Let B = R(AcTo+N)‘v, so A w B by 
3.1. Now suppose that A’ +c C w B. We must show that @+(A’) is epi-mono 
bounded by B. Recall that M( ) = EN(N*( )‘+) so that M preserves monomor- 
phisms. It also preserves epimorphisms ince XN and N* do, and sc is a finite cardinal 
in S/N and so is internally projective [l, p. 1761. By 3.1, we have TO -B, N -B 
and B* >-, B. We also have M(B) - B, for 
s+ -N*(NxN)-N*N-N*(A+To+N) 
so (N*B)“ H N*B using 3.1 in S/N, and then 
M(B)=EN(N*B”) w EN(N*B) = N X B w B* +B B. 
Thus there are epimorphisms 
To X NM(C) --u T, X NM(A’) + @&A’) 
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and monomorphisms 
which show that &(A’) is epi-mono bounded by B. To show that I*B epi-mono 
bounds @: for any I in S is similar since I* is logical. 
Thus @r is epi-mono bounded and by 2.4 (A, GT) has a solution. •i 
Our final application involves recursion of profunctors. Let 
A: At=A,=AO 
+ + 
be an internal category in S. An (internal) profunctor from A to A is, by definition, an 
(internal) functor from AoPx A to S. Internal profunctors on A thus form an 
S-indexed category which we shall denote Prof(A, A). As noted above, there is an 
e-functor E: Prof(A, A)+ S defined at T = (r, T), where TO A A0 x AO and r is the 
action, by E( T) = TO. E extends to an indexed functor and is easily seen to have small 
fibres. Now if R = (r, p), where R. G A0 x A O, is another profunctor on A we may 
define a composite or tensor product of R and T in Prof(A, A) and this is denoted by 
R Oa T. The family of values of R Oa T in SAoxAo may be described by a coequalizer 
diagram in S AoxAo. All that we will need to know about this coequalizer is that (after 
applying EA,,xAo) its domain is the pullback 
Ro XA, To ’ To 
I I 
X 
Aox Ao 
Ro 7 Aox Ao-A0 
P2 
SO that Rex A,To -W (R aA T). = E(R On T). For more details see [l, p. 591. 
Thus any profunctor T in Prof(A, A) defines an indexed endofunctor 
@r: Prof(A,A)-,Prof(A,A) by &(R)=R Oa T. We have 
3.3. Theorem. Let R and T be in Prof(A, A). The recursion problem (R, @T) has a 
solution. 
Proof. We claim that @r is epi-mono bounded. Let T = (t, 7) and R = (r, p) as 
above. Define B = R(Ro+To+2)N in S. Then clearly E(R)= RO - B, so E(R) is 
epi-mono bounded by B. Moreover, TO - B and B* - B by 3.1. Next suppose that 
for R = (i, p), where R. f A0 x A 0, we have E(R)- C - B. We wish to show that 
E(&(Z?)) U-C’ - B for some C’ in S. 
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Let both squares in the following be pullbacks in S: 
C’- Ro xj,,, TO - TO 
1 x 1 x Iptt (1) 
C - Ro P2’ ’ Ao 
where pt and pz are projections from A0 x Ao. Hence the rectangle is a pullback and 
C’ H C x To. 
Thus we have epimorphisms 
C’ * ri, x AoTo * (I? On T),, = E(k? On T) = E(@&) 
and monomorphisms 
C’wCxTo++B2++B 
which show that @,(I?) is epi-mono bounded by B. Again the same argument shows 
that I*B epi-mono bounds &, so @r is epi-mono bounded, and by 2.4 (R, 6) has a 
solution. q 
The solutions of the profunctor recursion problem can be made functorial. To 
obtain this result we will use the following 
3.4. Lemma. Let A be well-powered and hate small horns and binary coproducts. 
Then the functor + : AZ-A described by +(AoGA 1) = A0 +A1 has small 
fibres. 0 
Now Prof(A, A) satisfies the hypotheses of 3.4 since it is an S-topos and 
composites of functors with small fibres have small fibres [4], so we obtain an 
e-functor E: Prof(A, A)* *S. This is given explicitly, using the notation above, by 
E(t) = To+ Tb where T -!+T’ is a morphism of profunctors. Any such morphism 
defines an endofunctor of Prof(A, A)* which will be denoted Ot and defined by 
@JR -r, R’) = e*(R) -% Q,-(R) +(‘) - @r(R)) 
(= tR’ * @r(r)). 
3.5. Proposition. Let R G R’ and T : T’ be in Prof(A, A)‘. The recursion problem 
(r, a,) has a solution. 
Proof. We claim that & is epi-mono bounded. Using the notation above, let 
B = ~~R,+R~+T,+T~+Z)~ in S. Then E(r) = R. + Rb H B and BZ w B. Now suppose 
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that for R A RI, we have E(7) ct C *B. It remains to show that 
E(@,(P))* C’ w B for some C’ in S. Adding two pullbacks analogous to that on the 
right in (1) above shows that the right hand square below is a pullback. The 
epimorphism C --u &+ Rb = E(i) is that assumed above and C’ is defined to make 
the left-hand square a pullback. 
C’ -(R, -, xA, Td+(Ro XA, Tb) -To+ Tb 
I X X 
C 
, I 
Ao+Ao 
Thus, the rectangle is a pullback and C’ w C x (To + Tb ). We have epimorphisms 
C’+ (RoX,,7’o)+(& XAoTb) --u (R^ & T),+(l?OA T’)o=E(@,(P)) 
and monomorphisms 
C’-Cx(T,+Tb)-B’wB 
which show that Gt is epi-mono bounded at 7. The argument extends again to 4: and 
so by 2.4, (r, @,) has a solution. Cl 
3.6. Corollary (Johnstone-Wraith [2, p. 1701). Let S be a topos with NNO and A an 
internal category in S. Then there exists a functor ( )@” : Prof(A, A) + Prof(A, A)/Nso 
that T@” = Y(A) and T@‘. = To” Oa T. (Y(A) is the Yoneda profunctor, T@” = 
o*(T@“) and T@’ = s*(T@“).) 
Proof. ( )On is defined on objects as the solution to the recursion problem 
(Y(A), @+ ,) by 3.3 and on morphisms by 3.5. Functoriality of ( )‘” follows by the 
uniqueness of solutions to a recursion problem. 0 
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